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We bid a fond
farewell
to
Matron
Hilton
this week, who
moves
on
to
pastures
new.
We know a great
many
students
and
staff
will
miss her.

In this edition of Peel Weekly we turn to Mr McMorran for this thoughts on why house newsletters are so important to
the culture of our community.
“You’re never going to kill storytelling, because it’s built in the human plan. We come with it.” - Margaret Atwood
Atwood, a prolific Canadian poet and novelist, speaks of a truth that I believe we all feed into. It is part of the human
condition to tell stories. To share our lives with those we are close to. At breaktime we will recreate the events of a
certain lesson, painting mental images of who was doing what and how others reacted. Following a football or netball
match we will recall with splendour the moment a significant tackle was made or a crucial attack was
intercepted. When we are at our most vulnerable or at our most thankful, we will tell stories so that others can walk in
our shoes and make sense of these experiences with us.
Such story telling is even more important in a large school with a significant boarding community. And that is why I
think the Peel Weekly newsletter is such a great piece of work. It acts as a mouthpiece for the House, sharing Peel
stories and triumphs with those who live nearby and those who may be further afield. It is part of the glue that unites
and binds the Peel community and in years to come it will act as a memoir of all that the House has seen and
accomplished. So, lets raise a glass, or a pen, or a few words, to the next 150 issues.”

A superb achievement to celebrate now
for Belle in Year 9. Bebras is an
international initiative aiming to promote
computational thinking among school
students at all ages, designed by Oxford
University. The Bebras challenge tests
problem solving skills and Computing
concepts including the ability to break
down
complex
tasks
into
simpler
components, algorithm design, pattern
recognition, pattern generalisation and
abstraction. Belle scored one of the
highest marks in the country in the
Intermediate category, and has been
invited to a special ceremony at Oxford in
recognition of that, as well as on to the
next round of competition. Amazing work!

What a tremendous Formal we had! Hats off
to Mr Hoskins for a spectacular evening,
meticulously organised and executed. Our
immense thanks also to the Year 11’s who
hosted and helped do the decorating too.
Without them, the refectory could not have
been transformed as beautifully as it was.
Photos in the next issue.

Another term over and another wonderful celebration of
all that Peel students offer to the house and wider
College community.
Highlights have been the superb Formal night set up and
organised by the Year 11s under the watchful eye of Mr
Hoskins. Further, how easily and quickly our new Year 7s have
settled into College life, to the point that I cannot remember a time
when they have settled in so well, is very pleasing to see. To their
collective credit, success in Year 7 Interhouse sports this term and
firm new friendship bonding in my Head of House lesson each
fortnight has also helped boost their cohesiveness.
Year 11 have also proved themselves very resilient with the least
amount of stress and anxiety shown in many a year during the
mock exams, which bodes well for the summer. I wish you and
your families a peaceful, restful Christmas and New Year.
- Mr Campbell

Points mean prizes, and Peel students have them in
the plenty. Well done to all of the following for
earning their Bronze Awards before the end of term;
certificates and perk points en route. Well done to
Rory BT, Alex B, Oli L, Chloe L, Michelle Y, AJ, David
I, Max D, Bella S, Leila O, Irene AG and Thomas H,
Phoebe T and Louie B. Quite stupendous!
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